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Il Sole 24 ORE PLUS 

2019 starts with tailwinds for 
alternative funds 

The start of 2019 has seen confidence on the financial markets, with a 
pick-up in performance for all the main stock exchanges. In this climate, 
the performance of liquid alternative funds (hedge strategy UCITS) has 
improved by 1.06%, the best monthly result of the last 12 months. 

In terms of individual strategies, the 3.52% rise for funds specialising in 
the emerging markets is worthy of note. In detail, products focusing on 
emerging debt achieved 2.21%, while those operating on equity saw a 
gain of 4.43%. 

Long/short equity funds also rose, ending the first month of 2019 with a 
gain of 1.90%. In this category, products with a sectorial focus stand out, 
with a rise of 2.88%. Next come products operating on the American 
market, up 2.77%, and those dealing with equity at the global level, up 
2.22%. 

Funds taking long and short positions on the European stock markets 
were also in positive territory, with a gain of 1.45%. The same applies for 
multi-asset funds, which saw a positive performance of 1.45%, followed 
by long/short credit products, up 1.23%. Only managed futures and 
volatility trading strategies deviated from this positive trend, at -1.54% 
and -0.25% respectively. Lastly, funds of funds achieved a monthly result 
of +1.19%. 
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Notes: (*) 3-year volatility is calculated as the annualised standard deviation of the monthly yields for 
weekly liquidity funds. The monthly performance is calculated on the basis of the latest available NAV 
for the reference month.  

(**) The Sharpe ratio is calculated as the difference between the fund’s monthly return with respect 
to a risk-free rate of 0.25%, in relation to the risk expressed as the fund’s standard deviation. It is an 
indicator of the manager’s ability to remunerate risk: the higher the Sharpe ratio, the greater the 
manager’s ability to optimise the risk-return ratio. 

Source: Mondo Alternative 


